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Picture Product name Description SKU CAD

1964 Front Fender "V" Emblem - Pair Excellent quality reproduction manufactured to duplicate the
original in both fit and appearance.

CHTP4006 80.87

1964 Hood Letters "C-H-E-V-R-O-L-E-T" - Set Individual letters each hand buffed to insure a show quality finish.
Includes fasteners. Original GM part # 3844091. 1964 Hood
Letters, CHEVROLET

CHTP4012 110.79

1964-1967 383 Fender Emblem - PR This is a 383 fender emblem designed in the early style correct
lettering

CHC38364 50.38

1964-1967 502 Fender Emblem - PR This is a 502 fender emblem designed in the early style correct
lettering

CHC50264 50.38

Early Birds Order Hotline: 1 800 463 0546

1965 Hood Letters "C-H-E-V-R-O-L-E-T" - Set Premium quality individual letters each hand buffed to insure a
show quality finish. Notice the 2 "E"s are different, each with a
different slant just like the original. Letters: C H E V R O L E T,
includes fasteners. Original GM part # 3862174. 1965 Chevelle
Hood Letters, CHEVROLET

CHTP4216 137.19

1965 Z-16 Malibu "SS" Air Cleaner Emblem "396" - Each Excellent quality reproduction manufactured to duplicate the
original in both fit and appearance.

CHTP4209 552.55

1965-1967 327 Fender Emblem (Each) 327, per fender side. Quality chrome diecast reproduction. Each. CHHQW263 22.32

1965-1967 350 Fender Emblem - Ea This is an exact reproduction of the authentic "350" fender
emblem commonly found on the 1967 Camaro, Nova and Impala.
It has the same exact mounting studs as the 1965-67 Chevelle
and El Camino so it will bolt perfectly up to your original fender
mounting holes.

CHRPPZ00047 30.70
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1965-1967 350 Fender Emblem - PR This is an exact reproduction of the authentic "350" fender
emblem commonly found on the 1967 Camaro, Nova and Impala.
It has the same exact mounting studs as the 1965-67 Chevelle
and El Camino so it will bolt perfectly up to your original fender
mounting holes.

CHRPPZ00047-PR 57.58

1965-1967 396 Turbo Jet Flags (Each) Big block "Turbo-Jet" crossed flag emlem. Beautifull, high quality
chrome die cast reproduction. Accurate color inlays. Officially
Licensed GM Restoration Parts.

CHHQW411A 43.12

1965-1967 Front Fender X-Flag, 396 Turbo Jet (Good
Quality) - PR

Big block "Turbo-Jet" crossed flag emlem. Beautiful, good quality
chrome die cast reproduction. Accurate color inlays. Officially
Licensed GM Restoration Parts.

CHHQW411 79.92

1965-1967 Front Fender X-Flag, 396 Turbo Jet (Premium
Quality) - PR

Not all emblems are created equal and that is very true with
these premium quality' 396 Turbo Jet emblems. Chrome plated
die cast with correct colors that will not peal off. Flag details are
dead on with the originals and are unmatched by others. Don't
settle for cheap imitations. Insist on the best! Includes fasteners.
Original GM part # 3867312. Front Fender X-Flag, 396 Turbo Jet

CHTP4220 89.67

1965-1967 V-Flag Fender Emblem (Each) V-Flag, per fender side. Small block crossed flag emlem.
Beautiful, high quality chrome die cast reproduction. Accurate
color inlays. Officially Licensed GM Restoration Parts.

CHHQW419 27.12

1967 Hood Emblem "Chevelle"- Each Excellent quality reproduction manufactured to duplicate the
original in both fit and appearance.

CHTP4410 80.87

1968 383 Fender Emblem - PR This is a 383 fender emblem designed in the early style correct
lettering

CHC38368 50.38

1968 502 Fender Emblem - PR This is a 502 fender emblem designed in the early style correct
lettering

CHC50268 67.18

1968 Front Fender Emblem "Malibu" (Premium Quality) - PR You have been looking for this! Same high quality and detail and
made special just for you and your 68. Don't forget to order the
68 trunk emblem also(part #: TP4502). Includes fasteners.
Original GM part # 3920864. 1968 Front Fender Emblem, Malibu

CHTP4530 172.39

1968 Front Marker Lamp Bezel (307) - PR Reproduction of the original chrome side marker bezels for use
on the front quarter panels. These bezels insert directly over the
lens assembly and act as a chrome trim part showing the engine
size. 1 pair required per vehicle.

CHTP4520 174.15
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1968 Front Marker Lamp Bezel (327) - PR Reproduction of the original chrome side marker bezels for use
on the front quarter panels. These bezels insert directly over the
lens assembly and act as a chrome trim part showing the engine
size. 1 pair required per vehicle.

CHTP4521 174.15

1968 Front Marker Lamp Bezel (350) - PR Reproduction of the original chrome side marker bezels for use
on the front quarter panels. These bezels insert directly over the
lens assembly and act as a chrome trim part showing the engine
size. 1 pair required per vehicle.

CHTP4522 174.15

1968 Front Marker Lamp Bezel (396) - PR Reproduction of the original chrome side marker bezels for use
on the front quarter panels. These bezels insert directly over the
lens assembly and act as a chrome trim part showing the engine
size. 1 pair required per vehicle.

CHTP4523 174.15

1968 Front Marker Lamp Bezel (427) - PR Reproduction of the original chrome side marker bezels for use
on the front quarter panels. These bezels insert directly over the
lens assembly and act as a chrome trim part showing the engine
size. 1 pair required per vehicle.

CHTP4524 174.15

1968 Front Marker Lamp Bezel (Red, 427) - PR Sport your engine size on your front marker light bezel. Cast
numbers in the bezel will prevent them from ever coming off.
These premium die cast bezels are chrome plated to GM's
exterior specifications... they will last forever! Don't forget to order
your marker light assembly available in amber, red or clear
colored lenses. Includes fasteners. Red. Original GM part #
3935909-R. 1968 Full Size Front Marker Light Bezel, 427

CHTP4524A 174.15

1968-1969 Front Header Panel Emblem "Chevelle" - Each Excellent quality reproduction manufactured to duplicate the
original in both fit and appearance.

CHTP4598 77.35

1968-1972 EXTERIOR "SS 427" EMBLEM - EA Excellent quality reproduction CHPPEM5012N 111.29

1968-1972 EXTERIOR "YENKO" EMBLEM - EA Excellent quality reproduction CHPPEM4779N 66.77

1969 427 Fender Emblem - Ea This emblem is for 1970-74 Nova models equipped with 427
engines. Features correct white lettering with polished chrome
edges. Can be installed on Right hand or Left hand front fenders.

CHICC119 33.58

1969 Front Header Panel Emblem "By Chevrolet" - Each Excellent quality reproduction manufactured to duplicate the
original in both fit and appearance.

CHTP4599 56.23
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1969 Front Marker Light Bezel (250) - PR The ultimate in premium quality is shown on these front side
markers. Cast in number (not a stick on tag) that are chrome
plated die cast and backed with black paint. General Motors
could not have done them better! Includes fasteners. Original GM
part # 3954541 1969 Front Marker Light Bezel, 250

CHTP4605 211.11

1969 Front Marker Light Bezel (307) - PR The ultimate in premium quality is shown on these front side
markers. Cast in number (not a stick on tag) that are chrome
plated die cast and backed with black paint. General Motors
could not have done them better! Original GM part # 3945291
1969 Front Marker Light Bezel, 307

CHTP4606 211.11

1969 Front Marker Light Bezel (350) - PR The ultimate in premium quality is shown on these front side
markers. Cast in number (not a stick on tag) that are chrome
plated die cast and backed with black paint. General Motors
could not have done them better! Includes fasteners. Original GM
part # 3945293 1969 Front Marker Light Bezel, 350

CHTP4607 188.23

1969-1970 Astro Ventilation Emblem Quality reproduction of the original Astro Ventilation emblem CHD3950046 21.82

1969-1970 Chevelle/El Camino Fender Emblem (396) - Ea This is the engine designation emblem (on 396 Super Sports)
that resides just below the "SS" fender emblems. It is a finely
crafted die-cast zinc reproduction like the factory originals. Our
reproduction features the authentic mounting studs for easy
installation.

CHRPPZ00054 38.38

1969-1970 Chevelle/El Camino Fender Emblem (396) - PR This is the engine designation emblem (on 396 Super Sports)
that resides just below the "SS" fender emblems. It is a finely
crafted die-cast zinc reproduction like the factory originals. Our
reproduction features the authentic mounting studs for easy
installation.

CHRPPZ00054-PR 72.94

1969-1972 "SS" Front Fender Emblem - Set Excellent quality reproduction manufactured to duplicate the
original in both fit and appearance.

CHDEM1304 28.00

1969-1972 Front Fender Emblem "SS" (Black) A very popular item and for good reason. Our premium quality
emblem are painted on the inside of the "SS" white where some
use a white stick-on tape. GM originally painted the letters. Our
"SS" letters fit the contour of your fender and will not stick out
when installed. The studs will line up with the original holes so
there is NO drilling or modifying of any kind! How many more
reasons do you need to order the BEST? Black, includes
fasteners, 2 pairs required per car. Original GM part # 3953658.
1969-1972 Front Fender Emblem, SS

CHTP4621 82.63

1969-1972 Front Fender Emblem "SS" (Chrome) Authentic reproduction of the original GM product CHDEM4620 76.00
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1969-1972 Front Fender Emblem "SS" (Red) A very popular item and for good reason. Our premium quality
emblem are painted on the inside of the "SS" white where some
use a white stick-on tape. GM originally painted the letters. Our
"SS" letters fit the contour of your fender and will not stick out
when installed. The studs will line up with the original holes so
there is NO drilling or modifying of any kind! How many more
reasons do you need to order the BEST? Custom red. Also
available in black (not original) and white (original). 1969-1972
Front Fender Emblem, SS

CHTP4620R 82.63

1969-1972 Front Fender Emblem "SS" (White) A very popular item and for good reason. Our premium quality
emblem are painted on the inside of the "SS" white where some
use a white stick-on tape. GM originally painted the letters. Our
"SS" letters fit the contour of your fender and will not stick out
when installed. The studs will line up with the original holes so
there is NO drilling or modifying of any kind! How many more
reasons do you need to order the BEST? Also available in
custom black and red (not original). White, includes fasteners, 2
pairs required per car. Original GM part # 3953658. 1969-1972
Front Fender Emblem, SS

CHTP4620 79.11

1969-1974 383 Fender Emblem - PR This is a 383 fender emblem designed in the early style correct
lettering

CHC38369 83.98

1970 Front Fender Emblem "307" - Pair Excellent quality reproduction manufactured to duplicate the
original in both fit and appearance.

CHTP4650 131.91

1970 Front Fender Emblem "Malibu" - Pair The 70 and 71-72 Malibu front fender emblems look alike but
there is a difference. Do you know what it is??? We do and offer
the correct emblem for each year. The pin locations on the back
of the emblem is different. Includes fasteners. Original GM part #
3974320. 1970 Front Fender Emblem, Malibu

CHTP4673 172.39

1970-1971 Front Fender Emblem "400" - Pair Excellent quality reproduction manufactured to duplicate the
original in both fit and appearance.

CHTP4652 131.91

1970-1972 Cowl Induction Hood Emblems - 4PC Reproduction of the hood emblem set found on 1970-1972
Chevelle models with the cowl induction hood option.

CHDM1344 51.00

1970-1972 Front Fender Emblem "350" - Pair Need to display your engine size on your front fender? Well there
is no better way than with these premium quality emblems.
Guaranteed to fit and not pit. These chrome plated die cast
emblems will satisfy the most discriminating restorer. Includes
fasteners. Original GM part # 3974223. 1970-1972 Front Fender
Emblem, 350

CHTP4651 131.91

1970-1972 Front Fender Emblem "454" - Pair Excellent quality reproduction manufactured to duplicate the
original in both fit and appearance.

CHTP4700 70.31
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1970-1974  "502" Front Fender Emblem Reproduction of the original style fender emblem. For 1970-1974
Chevelle models.

CH17074502 35.26

1970-1974 383 Fender Emblem - PR This is a 383 fender emblem designed in the early style correct
lettering

CHC38370 92.38

1970-1974 502 Fender Emblem - PR This is a 502 fender emblem designed in the early style correct
lettering

CHC50270 87.34

1970-1975 502 Emblem (Stud Mount) - PR This is a 502 fender emblem designed in the early style correct
lettering

CHC50270A 87.34

1970-1975 502 Emblem (Tape Mount) - PR This is a 502 fender emblem designed in the early style correct
lettering

CHC50271 87.34

Early Birds specializes in hard-to-find Chevelle parts and has been serving you for over 25 years. 
Call us at 1 800 463 0546 Mon - Fri 9:00 AM - 4:00 PM (EST) - we know our cars!
Fax your order: (416) 630 8794

Our Mailing Address: 
Early Birds
25 Saunders Road, Unit 9
Barrie, Ontario
L4N 9A7
Canada
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